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4 of 7 review helpful Big disappointment By Joan On the front of this book it says spine tingling tales to tell in the 
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dark I guess it is spine tingling if you were frightened to read The Cat In The Hat I stuck with reading the book to the 
end thinking that surely there must be a scary story somewhere there I was wrong Just a waste of money and time for 
this book 15 of 16 review helpful The Sun has set the campfire is lit and dark night presses in mdash suddenly the 
wilderness seems very big and very scary In the good old fashioned tradition of story telling The Campfire Collection 
offers twenty five spine tingling tales both true and fictional of the human experience in the great outdoors From 
beastly attacks to brushes with death and supernatural encounters this anthology captures the cruel sometimes macabre 
side of Mother Nature From School Library Journal Adult High School A collection of 17 tales some true life some 
fiction some excerpted from longer works The most famous story is Jack London s To Build a Fire Others deal with 
mountain climbing peril at sea exploring the Col 
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